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Major Professor: K. T. Amrine,
This experiment was an investigation of the relat-
ionship between work tempo and force applied (or resis-
tance overcome) in a horizontal plane.
The apparatus used was a table with a handle pro-
truding through a slot in the top surface, A mechanism
made it possible to increase and decrease the handle's
resistance to movement in one direction (it was always
free tc move unrestrained in the other direction).
Ten operators moved the handle back and forth at
the maximum pace they could maintain for one minute and
then rested for five minutes. Each operator moved the
handle in four different ways, namely, standing and
pushing against the resistance, standing and pulling
against the resistance, sitting and pulling, and sitting
and pushing. In each of these parts each operator met
six different resistances ranging from two to thirty- tv/o
pounds which were presented in a random order. An e-
le:^ric clock was used to record the time to perform
thirty cycles about halfv.'ay through each operator's stint.
The results of this investigation indicate that work
tempo and force applied horizontally may be considered to
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be linearly related and that there are significant differ-
ences between overcoming the resistance while standing or
sitting, and between overcoming the resistance by pushing
or by pulling. It was also found that the interactions
between these methods are not significant.
It was concluded that, under the conditions of the
experiment and for the group of operators who performed
the experiment:
1. Work tempo is, within the limits of experimental
error, linearly related to resistance in a hor-
izontal plane, and decreases as the resistance
is increased*
2, The work tempo, and hence the difficulty en-
tailed in overcoming a resistance in a hor-
izontal plane, varies as the method employed to
exert the force is changed. In particular,
this investigation showed that:
a, there Is a significant difference in work
tempo, or difficulty, betv/een exerting a
force horizontally while standing or while
sitting, with the latter being the more
difficult.
b, there is a significant difference in work
tempo, or difficulty, between exerting a
force horizontally by pulling or by pushing
with the latter being the more difficult.
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c. the interactions between sitting and standing
or pulling and pushing are not significant
and, hence, the effects of these changes in
method 'may be considered additive.
3. For the four methods of overcoming resistance in
a horizontal plane investigated in this experiment,
sitting and pushing against the resistance was the
most difficult and standing and pulling against the
resistance proved the easiest,
4. A single allowance or adjustment curve applied
universally to all types of work entailing the
overcoming of resistance cannot be used without
introducing an error into the time standard,
5. Allowances and/or adjustments to compensate for
job difficulty are a function of the method em-
ployed in overcoming the resistance; hence, one
universal value cannot suffice.
These findings indicate a need for further invest-
igation of this subject using different methods of over-
coming resistance in oblique planes as well as horizontal
and vertical planes.

TKE, RELATIONSHIP BETV.12EN V/ORK TEMPO
AND rORC3 APPLIED IN A HORIZONTAL PLANE
INTRODUCTION
Usually when a time study man takes a time study for
use in rate setting he must decide in some manner how the
performance of the worker he is observing compares with
the performance of the so-called "average worker" doing
the same job. This comparison is called rating and may
consist of comparing such things as the performance, pace,
effort or skill of the worker observed with a mental image
of what is normal for that particular Job. This is neces-
sarily a subjective process and has been the basis of a
great deal of the criticism time study has received.
Some practitioners in the field rate pace alone and
then adjust the normal or base times with a fatigue al-
lowance (often as high as fifty percent) • Others feel
that fatigue need not be considered since a modern well-
managed industrial plant does not subject the workers to
2 3fatigue . Lowry and his colleagues ignored pace in their
rating system but took note of the effort, among other
factors, involved in any particular job. In an attempt to
remove some of the subjectivity present in the rating
process, Presgrave proposed bench marks such as walking
or dealing cards at prescribed rates.

5Mundel took the next logical step toward object-
ivity. He proposed that all jobs be rated on pace against
a single standard of pace. These ratings are then mod-
ified by a series of secondary adjustments which comp-
ensate for Job difficulty. One of these secondary ad-
justments is concerned with the weight or resistance
which is encountered in doing the Job,
As originally proposed, Mundel recommended one curve,
based on Solberg's work with a weighted lever, from which
an adjustment could be chosen for any and all jobs.
7
Sekerci wondered about the universality of application
of this one curve. He showed that the allowance necessary
for lifts from the floor to waist level differed signifi-
cantly from that necessary for lifts from waist to shoulder
level. Such results suggest that still other allowance
curves might be necessary if the weight or resistance is
encountered in still different ways. Should the allow-
ance for lifting a given weight vertically be different
from moving a comparable resistance in the horizontal
plane?
Physiologists in their attempts to determine the
most efficient pace for given Jobs have arrived at dif-
ferent values when the Jobs entailed meeting resistances
differently . This further suggests that the manner in
which a resistance is overcome in performing a Job alters
the difficulty of the Job.

Job difficulty can be related to work tempo directly.
Q
A3 pointed out by Mundel and Radkins
,
,...if two tasks are identical, including the exertion
level, except for one controlled variable, and these
two tasks are both performed at maximum pace or max-
imum relative exertion, then the observed difference
on time for the two tasks evaluates the effect of
the controlled variable on Job difficulty.

PURPOSE
The purpose of this experiment was to investigate
the relationship between work tempo and force exerted
in a horizontal plane. In addition, different methods
of exerting the horizontal force were investigated to
ascertain if they had any effect on the relationship
between work tempo and force.

EQUIPMENT
The apparatus used in this experiment consisted of a
handle connected to a device tliTough which a variable
amount of resistance to movement could be controlled.
The handle moved horizontally and met no resistance to
movement in one direction. In addition, an electric clock
calibrated in one hundredths of a second, a standard time
study stop vratch, and a mechanical counter were used.
The device (Figure 1) consisted of a table through
the top of which a handle protruded* The handl*e was at-
tached to a cart which ran on two straight, iron tracks
suspended just beneath the top of the table. The cart,
in turn, by means of a pivot and a series of rollers
(Figures 2 and 3), was attached to a lever connected to a
ratchet. A horizontal movement of the handle and cart
caused the rollers to ride along the lever turning it
through an arc of approximately sixty degrees. The
ratchet was attached to an axle on which was mounted a
herd wood drum, four inches in diameter. A series of
cables, pulleys, turnbucicles, and a spring (Figure 4)
furnished a means of adjusting the pressure on a leather
belt draped over the v/ooden drum. The net result of this
arrangement was that the handle, when moved in one di-
rection, rotated the drum against the friction of the
leather belt. Movement in the other direction (i.e. re-
turning the handle to its original position) met no

Figure 1
General view of the mechanism.

Figure 2
Close-up shovving cart, lever,
• ratchet and counter.

8Figure 3




Cable and spring arrangement




resistance duo to the ratchet. Tightening the turnbuckles
increased the tension on the belt and, as a result, the force




To calibrate this device a pulley was mounted on the
table top and a weight was attached to the handle (Figure
5). The tension on the belt was adjusted by turning the
turnbuckle until the weight was just sufficient to move
the handle slowly (after it was set in motion to overcome
the greater initial static friction) with no apparent ac-
celeration. When this condition was achieved, the turn-
buckle was marked, a new weight was substituted, and the
process repeated. This manner of calibrating the equip-
ment insured that all of the friction inherent in the
system as well as that artificially introduced by the
belt was accounted for in the calibration.
The turnbuckles were calibrated in six positions,
i.e. those tensions which required weights of 2, i*, B,
16, 2ht and 3.? pounds to move the handle. After the de-
vice had been calibrated for all of the desired resis-
tances, each value of resistance was approached from
either direction several times and the value rechecked
to Insure that this manner of calibration allowed con-
sistent and accurate results. The calibration was also
checked between groups of operators while the experiment
was being run to insure that the calibration was still
correct,
A platform was constructed on either end of the








bottom of the handle was thirty-six inches. This height
was used since it corresponds to the average height of
levers on machine tools and the average height of work-
ing benches • A cleat was fastened to each platform in
the same relative position to the handle to hold a stool
or the heels of the operator's feet. The stool was ad-
justed such that the distance between the top of the stool
and the top of the table was nine inches which is the dif-





Ten male students, one from Turkey and the rest from
the United States, acted as operators. Their ages ranged
(see Table 6 in Appendix A) from twenty-three years to
thirty-one years, their heights from five feet six and one
half inches to six feet six inches, and their weights from
one hundred sixty-five to two hundred thirty pounds. The
other personal characteristics recorded are shown in Table
•6, All operators were right-handed.
There were four parts to this investigation, namely;
I - Standing and pushing against the resistance (Figure 6),
II - Standing and pulling against the resistance (Figure 7)i
III - Sitting and pulling against the resistance (Figure 8),
IV - Sitting and pushing against the resistance (Figure 9).
As may be seen in the figures, the operator was asked in
each of the standing parts to place his heels against a
cleat perpendicular to the handle's travel and to place
his left hand on a plate six inches by eight inches on the
top of the table and to the left of the handle (see Figure
5)» For the tv/o seated portions of the experiment the op-
erator was asked to place his heels on the rung of the
stool and his left hand in his lap.
Each operator encountered six different resistances
in each part of the experiment. These resistances were as
follows: 2, 4, 8, 16, 24, and 32 pounds. The operators




Operator at end of stroke in




Operator at start of stroke




Operator in mid-stroke in




Operator at start of stroke
in Part IV (Sitting and Pushing).
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these resistances. Each operator met the six resistances
in all four different ways during one work period ranging
from two and one-half to three hours in length.
At the beginning of each work period each operator
was given the following instructions to read:
This experiment, in which you are taking part, is
intended to ascertain if there is a relationship
between work tempo and force exerted in a horizontal
plane. The handle which you will move will offer
resistance to movement in one direction but will be
free to move in the opposite direction. The amount
of this resistance will take on six different values.
The order of the resistances that you will meet is
arranged according to a random sampling plan.
This procedure will be repeated four times using
different muscle groups.
You will move the handle to and fro insuring that
you touch the stops at both ends. You are asked to
repeat this action at the !AAXIMUM pace that you feel
you can MAINTAIN for one minute. Before you start
the next phase o-f the experiment you will have a
rest period of five minutes.
I will be glad to answer any questions you may have
concerning the set-up, the method, or the experiment.
Before we begin I will shov/ you the right method.
You may have about one minute in which to practice.
After that it is requested that you rest until
called for your portion of the experiment.
Thank you very much for your cooperation.
Next, each operator was shown the proper stances, both
standing and sitting. The equipment was adjusted to sup-
ply an eight pound resistance to the handle and each op-
erator was allov/ed to pull the handle from a standing pos-
ition and to push the handle from a sitting position for
the allotted practice period. After this practice the op-




During each work period two operators worked alternate-
ly. The schedule consisted of one operator's working for
one minute and then resting for five. In the two minutes
which elapsed after the first operator stopped working, the
equipment was readied for the second operator. This man
then worked for one minute and stopped for rest. This pro-
cedure left two more mirutes to prepare the equipment for
the first operator again before his five minute rest
period was up. Occasionally, more than five minutes was
allowed between the different parts of the experiment.
The order in which each operator met the four parts
of the experiment was randomized as was the order in which
the resistances were presented in each part. The oper-
ators were not informed of the pound value of the resist-
ances during the experiment.
During each work stint for each operator the total
number of cycles performed during the minute was recorded.
Starting approximately fifteen seconds after the man com-
menced working, the time taken to perform thirty cycles
was recorded. In ten cases the number of cycles timed
differed slightly from thirty but, since the data was re-
duced to time per cycle, this slight discrepancy was con-




The time per cycle taken by each operator at the
various resistances is shov^n in Tables 1 through 4. The
mean time per cycle for each of these resistances is given
as well.
Figure 10 shows the data points (means of those for
all ten operators) for Part I and the curve which was fit-
ted to these points. Similarly, Figure 11 shows the aver-
age points and the fitted curve for Part II, Figure 12 the
points and the fitted curve for Part III, and Figure 13
the points and the fitted curve for Part IV. These curves,
as calculated, are parallel but distinct.
Using the fitted curves, percent allowance curves
were computed for each of the four parts. Table 5 shows
the calculated times per cycle and the percent time al-
lowance for Parts I through IV. Figures 14 through 17
show the allowance curves {i.e. a plot of the percent in-
crease in time over that for two pounds resistance versus
the value of the resistance) for Parts I through IV.
In order to allow a direct comparison with the curves
developed by Solberg and Sekerci , their allowance
curves are shown superimposed together with the percent
allowance curves developed for each part of this invest-
igation in Figure 18. It should be noted that the data used
to draw Solberg' s curve were converted to a base of two
pounds which was the base used by Sekerci and used in com-




TITffi PER CYCLE (SECONDS) TAKEN AT




OPERATOR 2 4 8 16 24 32
rWMBER
1 .56793 .69433 .62733 .64483 .65166 .86633
2 .57266 .66900 .66166 .83166 .69250 .80766
3 .54496 .53876 .56873 .67520 .66523 .82896
4 .57390 .50500 .56706 .61743 .68786 .99816
5 .49253 .49813 .63970 .75650 .75580 .79823
6 .51806 .57746 .55930 .61286 .62256 .61076
7 .49850 .72340 .64393 .70633 .71096 .80930
8 .46016 .72380 .82023 .79166 .95993 1.12316
9 .51170 .48860 .60386 .63840 .60743 .72620
10 .50510 .49443 .55080 .55676 .58376 .62916




TIME PER CYCLE (SECONDS) TAKEN AT






2 4 8 16 24 32
1 .55216 .54962 .54990 .60833 .62166 1.03900
2 . 57200 .58783 .66950 .66900 .71350 .72916
3 .54683 .61860 .61066 .64590 ,65400 .66373
4 .49653 .51186 .52663 .53433 .60766 .68923
5 .50823 .52933 .56266 .53526 .57550 .67746
6 .57250 .60340 .57537 .59726 .64630 .71270
7 .48873 .45180 .51273 . 54920 .54920 .59900
8 .48110 .52003 .69280 .78836 .69476 .71416
9 .46960 .52680 .52496 .60193 .52386 .68130
10 .48370 .52783 . 54670 .57183 .53776 .76463




TIMS PER CYCLE (3EC0ND3) TAKEN AT






2 4 8 16 24 32
1 .60012 .56566 .56806 .63243 .65033 .72716
2 .63066 .60810 .63600 .71006 .71533 .79433
3 .51773 .57876 .57693 .62966 . 60760 .68273
4 .57613 .55280 .54923 .58810 .63586 .67500
5 .57290 . 59773 .63293 .72343 .66156 .67993
6 .65863 .63376 .78920 .70793 .82990 .89676
7 .54523 .55753 .64080 .65637 .70806 .77166
8 .54480 .74120 .70423 .77983 .84536 .90983
9 .55533 .55530 .58133 .63723 .68556 .85980
10 .56756 .62296 .61610 .62713 .68993 .75486




TIME PER CYCLE (SECONDS) TAKEN AT




OPERATOR 2 4 8 16 24 32
NUMBER
1 .59000 .68733 .68923 .74666 .77850 .97800
2 .61516 .67100 .74833 .80116 .82626 .97566
3 .62793 .59570 .69570 .64500 .85343 .75736
4 .62153 .66054 .69290 .71500 .70040 .81940
5 .59450 .66200 .66073 .72910 .91240 .79810
6 .58620 .58780 .62966 .65786 .72516 .73230
7 .59106 .65520 .70686 .77243 .69240 .93913
8 .69553 .67346 .97663 .94443 1.00093 1.24590
9 .59553 .62080 .89820 .68731 .72546 .80080
10 .57026 .56186 .60303 .77966 .67096 .66740
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The reduction of the data taken in this investigation
consisted of the following steps:
1. To find the best fitting quadratic curve for each
operator's performance (time per cycle versus re-
sistance) on each part of the investigation.
2. To test whether a straight line would suffice to
express the relationship in each case.
3. To determine if there we2»e significant differences
in position and slope of the curves for the sitting
and standing parts of the experiment.
4. To determine if there were significant differences
in position and slope of the curves for the pushing
and pulling parts of the experiment.
5. To determine if there were any interactions between
these basic methods which would make their effects
other than additive.
6. To determine the equations of the curves relating
work tempo with force applied in a horizontal plane.
The methods used in making these tests are described
in Appendix B.
The statistical tests revealed that:
1. There is no significant curvature in the relation-
ship between the time per cycle and the resistance,
»
or, in other words, between work ter.1^po and force
applied in a horizontal plane.
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2. This relationship exists for all four parts of this
investigation, namely, standing and pushing, stand-
ing and pulling, sitting and pulling, and sitting
and pushing.
3. There is a significant difference in time per cycle
between performing the work standing up or sitting
down with the latter being the more difficult,
Zf. There is a significant difference in the time per
cycle betv/een exerting the force by pushing or by
pulling with the former being the more difficult.
5. There is no significant interaction between stand-
ing and sitting or pulling and pushing indicating
that the effects of these changes in method can be
considered additive.
6. The differences in the slopes of the curves for the
four parts of the investigation are not significant-
ly affected by the working conditions tested and,
hence, the curves may be considered parallel.
A comparison of the percent allowance curves (Figure
18) with those developed by either Solberg or Sekercl
reveals that these curves are not exactly like any of
theirs. This indicates that overcoming a resistance in
a horizontal plane is different from lifting weights or
moving a weighted lever, and, therefore, that job difficulty
can not be measured by the amount of resistance overcome
alone. In other words, this difference indicates that an
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allo'A'aiice for job difficulty may not be dotermired for all
jobs 3 Imply ty knowing the amount of reisistence overcome
in the course of doinp the jol . The niethod used to over-
come tne resistance must be considered as well.
It might be well to note that the greatest discrep-
ancy one could expect (in the range covered) by reading
the wrong time allowance curve of these four Is about
eight percent (entering Figure 15 instead of 17). Assuming
that they are accurate, it is net inconceivable that these
four curves, although different, could be combined into one
general curve for meeting resistances in a horizontal plane
without suffering a large inaccuracy. An average curve
should yield allcv;ances within * 4^ of the correct value.
An analysis of the data shows remarkably constant
times per cycle for each operator considering that the
data wjre gathered in one period of nearly three hours in
length. This is also true of the number of cycles, per-
formed per minute (see Tables 7 through 16 in Appendix A).
It is felt that this is due, in part at least, to the
operators' starting a trifle slow but learning hov; better
to pace themselves toward the end of the period when fat-
igue started to set in. To keep wiiatever effects are due
to learning or fatigue from influencing the effects of
working conditions, the order in which each part of the
experiment and each resistance within each pert were




Under the conditions of this experiment and for the
group of operators who performed the experiment, the fol-
lowing conclusions can be drawn:
!• Work tempo is, within the limits of experimental
error, linearly related to force applied in a hor-
izontal plane and decreases as the amount of force
necessary to overcome resistance is increased.
2. The work tempo, and hence the difficulty entailed
in overcoming a resistance in a horizontal plane,
varies as the method employed to exert the force
is changed. In particular, this investigation
showed that:
a. there is a significant difference in work
tempo, or difficulty, between exerting a
force horizontally while standing or while
sitting, with the latter being the more dif-
ficult.
b. there is a significant difference in work
tempo, or difficulty, betv/een exerting a
force horizontally by pulling or by pushing
with the latter being the more difficult,
c. the interactions between sitting and standing
or pulling and pushing are not significant
and, hence, the effects of these changes in
method may be considered additive*
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3. For the four methods of overcoming resistance in
a horizontal plane investigated in this experiment,
sitting and pushing against the resistance was the
most difficult and standing and pulling against the
resistance proved the easiest.
4. A single allowance or adjustment curve applied
universally to all types of work entailing the
overcoming of resistance cannot be used without
introducing an error into the time standard,
5. Allowances and/or adjustments to compensate for
job difficulty are a function of the method em-
ployed in overcoming a resistance; hence, one
universal value cannot suffice.
These findings agree in part with those made by
17
Sekercl and indicate a need for further investigation
of this subject using different methods of overcoming




ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
FOR EACH OPERATOR

















































































































































































DATA UN uP?:RATCli IX', 1
( Data are shown in the order in which the operator per-
formed the experiment}.
PART I (.JTANDING AKT) PU.SHING)
REoIJTANCE k 32 2 24 16 8
CYGL23 30 30 29 30 30 30
TITvIi {3EC.) 20.830 2$. 990 16.470 19.550 19.345 18.820
GYCLE3 Durrs 96 64 96 93 87 93
IN MINUTE
PART II (3TANDTNG AND PUI.LING)
iR23 1STANCE 2 32 8 24 4 16
GYCLE3 30 20 30 30 40 30
TBI" (3EG.) 16.565 20.780 16.497 18.650 21.985 18.250
CYCLES DONE 105 76 99 92 107 97
IN MINU^rS
PART III ( JITTING AND PULLING)
R.:.SIoTANGS 2 24 32 16 4 8
CYCLES 40 30 30 30 30 30
TIME (3EC.) 24.005 19.510 21.315 18.973 16.970 17.042
CYCLES DOflE 94 89 78 91 104 102
IN MIN^'TE
PART IV (JITTING AND PUGIIING)
RESloTANCE 32 8 16 24 4 2
CYCLES 30 30 30 30 30 30
Tr.TF: (SEC.) 29.340 20.677 22.400 23.355 20.620 17.700





DATA UN UP;::RATGi< NC , 2
(Data are 3hovTj in tue order in which the operator per-
formed tne experiment).
PART I (-STANDING AND PUSHING)
RE3IJTANCE' 16 4 8 32 24 2
CYCLES 30 30 3C 30 30 30
TI1.2: (SZC.) 24.95*0 20.070 19.850 24.?30 20.775 17.180
CYCL33 WKS 75 88 87 74 86 103
IN MINUTE
PART II (JTANjING AND PUI.LING)
RESISTANCE 2 16 24 4 8 32
CYCLES 30 30 30 30 30 30
Tr.!S (3EC.) 17.150 20.070 21.405 17.635 20.085 21.875
CYCLSJ DCIIE 103 97 83 99 89 82
IN ?.!INUTE
PART 17 (SITTING AND PUSHING)
RE.>I3T;JJCE 16 32 8 4 24 2
CYCLES 30 30 30 30 30 30
TI?.!E (SEC.) 24.035 29.270 22.450 20.130 24.788 18.455
CYCLES DCNE 74 61 8 3 88 77 94
IN MINUTE
PART :il (ilTTIi-r; AND PULLING)
RESISTANCE 8 16 32 24 2 4
CYCLES 30 30 30 30 30 30
TBIE (SEC.) 19,080 21.302 23.830 21.460 18.920 18.243





DATA uN U?Eiii'\TOH NU . 3
(Data ore Dhown in the order in whicn the operator per-
forriied the experiment).
PART II ( STANDINO a:" l-^.TLLING
)
R/lSI-JTAKCr: 32 4 2 8 16 24
CYCLE.S 30 30 30 30 30 30
Trvrc (35C.) 1Q.912 1?.558 16.405 18.320 19,377 19.620
CYGIiCB DON^-: 85 121 108 93 94 90
IN ^:^^TrTE
PART IV ( SITTTNC, AND PUIHIN^G)
R:':oISTANCE 32 2 16 4 24 8
CYCLES 30 30 30 30 30 30
TIT.IS i'SFAZ,) 22.721 12.?38 19.350 17.871 25.603 20.671
GYCL53 DONE 75 94 87 96 75 84
IN MIWTE
PART III (.SITTOG AND PULLING)
RESISTANCE 2 16 32 4 24 8
CYCLES 30 30 30 30 30 30
TUvn: (32;:.) 15.532 1^^.890 20.482 17.363 19.228 17.308
CYCL?:S DONE 112 92 38 101 90 105
IN MIITITTE
PART I (STANDING AND PUSHING)
R.^ol STANCE 8 2 4 32 24 l6
CYCLES 30 30 30 30 30 30
TBIr] (SEC.) 17.062 16.349 16.163 24.869 19.957 20.256





DATA ON OPERATOR NO, 4
( Data are 3hov/n In the order in v/hich the operator per-
formed the experl.nent )
.
PART I (STANDING AND PUSHING)
RS3ISTANCE 4 32 16 2 8 24
CYCLES 30 30 30 30 29 30
TBvlv (SHIC.) 15.150 29.945 IB. 523 16.137 16.445 20.636
CYCLES DONE 112 65 95
IN MINUTE
109 100 87
PART IV (SlTTI7rc AND PUSHING)
2 24RESISTANCE 16 32 8 4
CYCLES 30 30 30 30 30 35
TIME {.j^O 21.450 24.582 20.787 13.646 21.012 23.119
CYCLES DONE 84 70 86 92 82 91
IN MINUTE
PART II (STANDING AND PULLING)
RESISTANCE 24 32 2 8 16 4
CYCLES 30 30 30 30 30 30
TIME (SEC.) 18.230 20.677 14.896 15.799 16.030 15-356
CYCLES DONE 94 86 114 111 105 107
IN MINUTE
PART III (SI^rriNG AND .PUILIl-IG)
RESISTANCE 16 24 32 4 2 8
CYCLES 30 30 30 30 30 30
Tnr^: (sec.) 17.643 19.076 20.250 16.584 17.284 16.477





Di\TA CN aPSR(\TOR NO. 5
(Data aro 3hown in the order in which the operator per-
formed the experiment),
PART 17 (SITTING AND PUSHING)
RESISTANCE 2 32 24 8 4 16
CYCLES 30 30 30 30 30 30
Tr.ffi (SSC.) 17.«35 23.943 27.372 19.322 19.860 21.873
CYCLES DONiC 98 73 67 89 90 83
IN MINUTE
PART III (SITTING AND PULLING)
RESISTANCE 24 8 16 4 2 32
CYCLES 30 30 30 30 30 30
TIME (SEC.) 19.347 18.988 21.703 17.932 17.187 20.398
CYCLES D0N11 86 94 82 97 102 85
IN MINUTE
PART II (STANDING AND PULLING)
RESISTANCE 16 2 32 8 24 4
CYCLES 30 30 30 30 30 30
TBIE (SEC.) 16.058 15.247 20.324 16.880 17.265 15.880
CYCLES DON^ 109 114 88 108 101 113
IN MINUTE
PART I (STANDING AND PUSHING)
RESISTANCE 32 16 8 24 4 2
CYCLES 30 30 30 30 30 30
TPvTE (SEC.) 23.947 22.695 19.191 22.674 17.944 14.776





lATA L'N CF'ZRATOR MO. 6
( Data are shown in the same order in which the operator
perfor'Qed the experiment).
PART III (.JITTIM() ATID PIT. LINO)
:<2 3ISTAMCS 32 24 S 2 16 4
CYCLES 30 30 30 30 30 30
TIM?: (.Sr:C.) 26.903 2A.697 2 3.675 19.759 21.238 19.013
CYCLES -XWL 65 73 74 91 85 91
IN MINUTE
PART II (STANDING AND PULLING)
RESISTANCE 32 2 4 24 3 16
CYCLK3 30 30 30 30 35 30
TIMK (S2C.) 21,381 17.175 iP.102 19.389 20.138 17.918
CYCLES DONE 82 103 105 90 99 101
IN MINUTE
PART I (STANDING AflD PUSHING)
RESISTANCE 32 24 2 16 4 8
CYCLES 30 30 30 30 30 30
TP-IE (SEC.) 13.323 18.677 15.542 18.386 17.324 16.779
CYCL:^S DONS 88 94 110 94 101 103
IN MINUTE
PART IV (SirriNG AND PUSHING)
RESISTANCE 2 24 8 16 32 4
CYCLES 30 30 30 30 30 30
TIME (SEC.) 17,586 21.755 18.690 19.736- 21.969 17.634





DATA ON 0?!i:R.ATOR NC . 7
(Data are jhown in the same order in v/hich the operator
perforrued the experiment).
PART I (STANDING AND PU3HING)
RiSToTANGE 24 4 3 16 2 32
GYCL23 30 30 30 30 30 30
TIME (3,^0.) 21.329 21.702 19.318 21.190 14.955 24.279
CYGLS3 DON::: 81 84 92 8 3 121 72
IN MIInIUTE
PART IV (SITTING AND PU3HING)
RE3I3TAtr3S 24 8 2 16 32 4
CYCLES 30 30 30 30 30 30
TD-ra (.3SC.) 20.772 21.206 17.732 23.173 28.174 19.656
CYCLES DONE 86 88 99 76 62 93
IN ?.!INUTE
PART III (SITTING AND PULLING)
RESISTANCE 32 4.8 2 16 24
CYCL33 30 30 30 30 35 30
TB!E {3-^.C.) 23.150 16.726 19.224 16.357 22.973 21.242
CYCLED DONE 80 108 93 HI 91 85
IN MniUTE
PART II (STANDING AND PULLING)
RESISTANCE 16 24 2 4 32 8
CYCLES 30 30 30 30 30 30
TIlvIE (SEC.) 16.476 16.476 14.662 13.554 17.970 15.382





DATA UN GF^RATL'R NC . 8
( I)Qta are 3hown in the same order in which the operator
performed the experiment),
PART II (STANDING AND PULLING)
RKoI.lTANCE 8 24 4 2 16 32
CYCLES 30 30 30 30 30 30
TIME (SEC.) 20.784 20.843 1$.601 14.433 23.551 21.425
CYCLES DONE 8? 83 107 114 76 84
IN MINUTE
PART IV (SITTING AND PUSHING)
RESISTANCE 4 24 8 32 2 16
CYCLES 30 30 30 30 30 30
TIME (SEC.) 20.204 30.028 26.299 37.377 20.866 28.333
CYCLES DONE 8 5 60 67 50 83 62
IN MINUTE
PART I (STANDING AND PL^SKING)
RESISTANCE 2 16 32 8 24 4
CYCLES 30 30 30 30 30 30
TBIE (SEC.) 13.805 23-750 33.695 24.607 28.798 21.714
CYCLES DONE 117 77 55 73 63 83
IN UINTJTE
PART III (SITTING AND PUT.LING)
RESISTANCE 4 16 32 2 8 24
CYCLES 30 30 30 30 30 30
TIME (SEC.) 22.236 23.395 27.295 16.344 21.127 25.361





::ata cn uperator no. 9
(Data are shown, in the saae order in which the operator
performed the experiment)
.
PART II (.STAMPING Ar:D PULLINO)
R2SI3TAKCE 2U 8 16 U 32 2
CYCLES 30 30 30 30 30 30
TUviJi: (3SC.) 1S716 15.749 1^.058 15.804 20.439 14.088
CYCLES DONE 10 3 112 99 112 88 123
IN Mir^TE
PART IV (SirriKG AND PUSHING)
RESISTANCE 24 32 2 8 4 16
CYCLES 30 30 30 30 30 32
TB!E (SEC.) 21.764 24.024 17.866 26.946 13.624 21.994
CYCLES DONE 80 72 98 89 92 81
IN M INCITE
PART III (SITTITTG AND PULLING)
RESISTANCE 2 24 16 4 8 32
CYCLES 30 30 30 30 30 30
TIME (SEC.) 16.660 2C.567 19.117 16.659 17.440 25.794
CYCLES !X}NE 104 86 91 104 101 72
IN MINUTE
PART I (STANDING AND PUSHING)
RESISTANCE 4 16 24 8 32 2
CYCLES 30 30 30 30 30 30
TBIE (SEC.) 14.653 19.152 18.223 18.11b 21.786 15.351





DATA oN oPliRATOR NG . 10
(Data are shown in the same order in which the operator
performed the experiment).
PART IV ( JITTING AND PUJHING)
RESISTANCE 4 24 2 8 32 16
CYCLES 30 30 30 30 30 38
TE.IS (SEC.) 16.8 56 20.129 17.108 18.091 20.022 23-390
CYCLES DONE 103 38 101 95 8? 96
IN !.!INUTE
TART III ( 3ITTING AND TITLING
}
RESISTANCE 16 2 24 8 32 4
CYCLES 30 30 30 30 30 30
TB.IE (SEC.) 1^,^14 17.027 20.698 18.483 22.646 18.689
CYCLES DONE 95 104 85 95 80 98
IN MINUTE
PART I (STANJIMG AND PUSHING)
RESISTANCE 24 8 2 32 4 16
CYCLES 30 30 30 30 30 30
Tn,IE(SSC.) 17.513 16.524 15.153 18.875 14.833 16.703
CYCLES DONE 99 106 114 94 116 105
IN MINTJTE
PART II (STANDING AND PULLING)
RESISTANCE 32 24 4 16 8 2
CYCLES 30 30 30 30 30 30
TB!E (SEC.) 22.939 16.133 15.835 17.155 16.401 14.511









The data shovm in Tables 1 through 4 were reduced in
the follov/ing fashion. A general second order curve was
fitted to all forty different sets of data (ten operators
and four parts) by use of orthogonal polynomials. This
yielded forty different equations of the type,
CXPo(x) f (3Pj_{x) ^ TP2(x) z
(where P (x), P. (x), and P^^^^ ®^® orthogonal polynomials
of degrees 0, 1, and 2 respectively over the values 2, 4,
8, 16, 24, and 32).
Next a test was performed to see if a straight line
would suffice instead of a quadratic curve. This was
done by observing hov/ much of the variation about the
fitted line was removed by the use of the second degree
polynomials as compered to the total amount of variation
present. This comparison is made by means of the ratio,
L^T/y, rr which has the F distribution with degrees
of freedom (40,120). If this ratio is less than 1.49
it can be concluded, at the five percent level of sig-
nificance, that these data do not shov/ that the second
order coefficients are different from zero. For
the data collected in this investigation,
^
= 1.3329 < 1.49
indicating that the individual curves could be considered
as straight lines (i.e. the coefficients of the quadratic
terms equal to zero).
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The next step vms to perform a mixed model analysis
of variance in which the differences among the non-random
effects of sitting, standing, pulling, or pushing are
tested against an experimental error which includes the
error due to the differences among operators. This con-
sisted of three parts essentially, namely, a test to see
whether in exerting a force horizontally 1.) there is
any difference between sitting and standing, 2.) there is
any difference between pushing and pulling, and 3.) there
are any Interactions among these which might make what-
ever differences found non-additive. This analysis was
performed on both the o^*3 and the (5's. The mechanics
of the analysis will not be discussed here. The results
of these analyses are shown in Table 17. The forty values
of tk and the forty values of (J are shown in Tables 18
and 19 respectively.
The fitted curves (Figures 10 through 13) were drawn
in the following manner. The values of both o^. and p
were averaged across men for each part of the experiment
(see Tables 18 and 19). Since there was negligible dif-
A
ference between the p 's for each part (see Table 17),
these values were averaged across parts giving one grand




in this experiment are not related
to the intercept of the line directly, but rather to the
value of the function at the mean resistance (14.333 pounds).
The height of each of the curves at this point was found
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by multiplying the appropriate value of o^ by l/yfZ"
which is equal to 1/2,4495. The value of the slope of
A
each line was gotten by multiplying the average (3 by
1/ V 707.33 which is equal to 1/26.5957. The resulting
equations for the curves, listed in Table 23, were de-
A
rived by noting that the point (14.333, ^ /aTa^ ^^ °^ ^^®
curve. Therefore the curves are of the form,
A





RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
The analysis of variance was run to see if the
differences between sitting and standing, the differences




















9.99 3.25 5.12 10.56 (1,9)




COMPUTED VALUES OF «
sirriNG STANDING
MAN PUSHING PULLING PUSHING POLLING
1 1.B2474B 1.528377 1.654383 1.600600
2 1.893272 1.671557 1.728981 1.608896
3 1.70/.478 1.466997 1.560253 1.526728
4 1.718624 1.460347 1.597636 1.374256
5 1.778661 1.579294 1.649680 1.383319
6 1.599910 1.843715 1.429271 1.513586
7 1.778763 1.583854 1.670716 1,286246
8 2.260412 1.847418 1.991811 1.588573
9 1.766932 1.581772 1.459967 1,358828
10 1.573043 1.583401 1.355383 1,401286




COMPUTED VALUES OF (S
SITTING STANDING
MAN PUSHING PULLING PUSHING PULLING
1 . 274620 .125686 .170214 .353698
2 .2744U .151965 .157266 .132537
3 .165392 .111473 .237276 .079729
4 .133810 .103606 .371064 .157641
5 .217228 .088812 .239223 .117399
6 .141077 .202092 .072601 .108817
7 .226915 .189021 .174687 .107650
8 .433829 .252176 .454655 .186189
9 .107437 .248536 .172249 .133233
10 .109710 .139544 .107500 .179636
MEAN .2084462 .1612911 .2156735 .1556529




EQUATIONS OF FITTED CURVES
PART I ( STANDING AND PUSHING
)
:
^.U^5 26.5957 ^"^ " ^^-^^^^
y - 0.6572 = 0.006966 (x - 14.333)
PART II (STANDING AND PULLING) :
y - 1.4642318 ; 0.1852659 (x - 14. 333)
y - 0.5978 = 0.006966 (x - 14.333)
PART III (SITTING AND PULLING) ;
y - 0.6591 = 0.006966 (x - 14.333)
PART IV (SITTING AND PUSHING) ;
y - 1>789830 : 0.1852659 (x - 14.333)
2.4495 26.5957
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The relationship between ^-^ork
tempo and force applied in a
horizontal plane.

